
300 fluffy&cute artworks such as “God Rabbit” of Intsagram will be 
exhibited! 

“Rabbit Symbol Exhibition 2017” from September 8th to October 9th in 
Asakusabashi 

〜 1,000 new goods! First-time Nagoya visiting exhibition ～ 
 

BACON.,Co. Ltd. will hold “Rabbit Symbol Exhibition”, a joint photo&goods sales exhibition 
of cute rabbit, from Friday September 8th to Monday October 9th at “TODAYS GALLERY 
STUDIO” in Asakusabashi, Tokyo. Also, there will be the first visiting exhibition “Rabbit 
Symbol Exhibition” in Nagoya. 
 
 
 http://tgs.jp.net/event/usagisymbol 
 
 
■Almost all new 300 artworks that make you feel relaxed! 1000 limited 
goods! 
There will be new artworks of Mokyu (Tomoko Imai), the God of rabbit, and 
mumitan who was nominated to the US Shorty Awards 2017 in Animal section. Also, 
worldly-unique rabbit photographer, Takashi Aoki and Masaaki Fujimoto will be 
exhibiting. There will be 300 exhibition and 1000 goods on site. 
 
＜New popular participants such as Time is Bunny&Mamochan Mama ＞ 
Time is Bunny, who is popular in SNS such as Twitter and Instagram, will be exhibiting new 
artworks called “the Unknown world of Mini Rex” and selling goods such as T-shirts and 
badge. Also, Mamochan Mama who is popular with relaxing image of 2 rabbits will sell new 
goods such as Fruits hat. 
 
 
＜Must-see official goods which is the collaboration with skog marknad> 
skog marknad, whose collaboration goods with star cats were very popular in Cat break 
exhibition, is going to release limited Rabbit Symbol Exhibition masking tape. There will be 
other popular goods too. 
 
＜Official booklet limited to 500 will be completely renewed and with more pages!!＞ 
Limited official booklet which is popular in every exhibition will be completely new. It contains 
artworks of exhibitors but also column of Mokyu etc. 
 
 
■ 3D artwork exhibition (Only in Tokyo) 
Takashi Aoki is going to exhibit 2nd 3D artwork after his 1st exhibition last time. 
 



Title 
3D vision “With Rabbit and with Nature”- Living in the nature - @Joshua Tree National Park 
 
About"RabbitandSymbol" 
Rabbitisknownasnotjustcuteonly,butalsoasvarious"symbol"sinceancienttimes.Forexample,r
abbitisasymbolofthemoon,asymbolspeed,andsymbolofsexy.Itisfamousthatrabbitisusedasalo
goofPLAYBOY. 
Atthisexhibition,wemainlyexhibithealingrabbitregardlessprofessionaloramateur.Wewouldlike
youtodiscovernew"symbols"ofrabbitbyexhibiting"symbolic"rabbitworksoftheexhibitingcreator
s. 
 
＊For outline of Nagoya exhibition, we shall release information as soon as it’s decided. 
 
 ■ About TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO 
It opened their own studio and gallery "TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO" in July 
2014. It deals with numerous 
planning events invented by their own, other than operating as a camera studio, 
rental gallery, and so on. “Neko- 
Log Exhibition,” a joint photo exhibition of cats, the 1st series of free gallery event, 
held in March this year 
recorded more than 200,000 guests. 
www.tgs.jp.net 


